STAY CONNECTED
WITH YOUR SENR COMMUNITY

Maintaining connections helps support career resilience and success. Here are a few simple ways to stay connected with your SENR community and make use of some of the resources available to you as an ENR Buckeye all year long.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT

Career development support through SENR is available year-round

- Career advising is still available over the summer! Reach out to Career Advisor, Lucia Hadella, at any point for a resume review, help with your job search, and more. Contact: hadella.1@osu.edu
- Update your Handshake profile to reflect any recent changes, such as change in major, moving from a Sophomore to a Junior, or an updated resume.
- In your Carmen/Canvas dashboard, visit SENR Career Development Resources for helpful resources and announcements. Not seeing it? Email Lucia: hadella.1@osu.edu
- Consider joining the Environmental Professionals Network to receive announcements about the monthly EPN Breakfast programs and other opportunities to build your professional network.

Follow these pages for advice and news related to careers, and to stay connected with mentors and peers

- SENR Career Development LinkedIn Group
- CFAES Career Development Facebook
- CFAES Career Development Instagram
- Join Alumnifire to exchange career-related advice with fellow Buckeyes

SENR COMMUNITY

Follow these pages to stay informed about news, events, and to see student features

- SENR LinkedIn Page
- SENR Facebook
- SENR Twitter
- ENR Buckeyes (student features) Instagram
- Check your OSU inbox daily for updates from SENR, including the biweekly newsletter sent to all undergraduates during Autumn and Spring semesters.